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Passion is what fuels success and all the passionate writers and artists through their exuberance have come
up with the new edition of the coffee house. TCH is not just dependant on one person or a group of editors,
it is something that all the Scholars in Residence can be proud of, and this is what we shall carry on for
generations to come.
This is a special edition and incorporates ideas from previous issues of the magazine and we call this the
‘Memorial’. The idea of BrokenNews andNews Espresso really fascinated us (also this would add a few extra
pages).
This issue’s cover story has been a courageous attempt to shed some light on the ongoing scenario in school.
The two principals have been very generous to allow us to place their caricatures on the cover of this
magazine. Hope you found the easter egg on the cover!
When we brag about our fellow SIRs (Scholars in Residence) and how they gave us their works so
enthusiastically, we want you to know that it is only a ‘smiley’ faced mask to disclose a severely tragic story.
Honestly, it was extremely tough to procure the articles from the SIRs, for those of you who think it is a walk
in the park.
Anyways, we, the editorial board are privileged to be a part of this journey and owe a debt of gratitude to our
mentors; Mr. Pradeep Paul and Mr. Ajay Singh for guiding us throughout. This issue was finalised pretty late,
and we thank our mentors for sticking with us all through our excuses for not doing our work on time.
Write to us:
ggscoffeehouse@gmail.com

Editorial

P.S. Agrim was too busy to get a photo clicked!

mailto:ggscoffeehouse@gmail.com
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COVER STORY

Did you enjoy the cover?
Don’t worry it was a rhetoric question, but…
Please don’t think of it as a sign of our vindictiveness towards the peoplewhomake the rules.
Don’t think of it as a representation for any type of conflict between the two principals of the
different boards (who very graciously agreed when we asked if we could make caricatures
of them for the cover, okay, well there was some persuading required), or a conflict between
man and awoman (somethingwe didn’t realise until the draft of themagazinewas finalised).
The caricatures of the two principals with boxing gloves symbolises the mindset of most
people our TCH team has talked to. After observing so many conflicts between these two
exam sectors and confusion of an individual, we aim to resolve both these problems through
this cover story. So, here are some of our views:

In IB, it is compulsory for each student to take up at least one science subject and at least one
humanities subject so that one can have a broader variety of career options to choose from.
On the other hand, a student needs to opt for a specific stream from the Sciences, Humanities
and Commerce, so that there is complete focus on one field.
In IB, there is a levelofdifficulty toeachof the subjects (SLorHL)dependingon the student’s
individual choices.

Activities andResearch isgivenequal importance in IBasanyother subject andare imbedded
as a part of the curriculum as CAS and Extended Essay. This leads us to the use of laptops,
which is far more extensive in IB than in CBSE.

A Choice Every
Genesian Makes
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So, for all thosewhodon'twant to be "distracted" by all the technology around themandwant
to priorotise their studies, CBSE is the one.
One would say that IB is a costlier board. Also, there are less number of subjects needed to
complete CBSE certification than IB or IGCSE.However, the in-depth knowledge provided
by each subject in each board is debatable.

Moreover, contrary to the common myth that has been going on in school, both the boards
have equal standards in front of universities and goodmarks in anywould get you into a good
university. It is only your calibre that matters.
What we do know is that apart from being on the 3rd and the 4th floors of the school building,
the two respective boards have many other differences. The similarities between them are
endless. Both provide knowledge to a student and act as disciplines for the student to move
further through school and display his/her set of skills.
As the knowledge of a similar entity comes into being, there have always been conflicts and
disagreements of the superiority of oneover theother, but the truth is that bothkindsof boards
are like two parallels . They are excellent in their own way, and fit only according to an
individual’s purpose.
We must have all experienced a drift between the two types of sections in our respective
batches and we sincerely hope that this cover story acts as a bridge to eliminate distances
between these two exam sectors.

COVER STORY

Did You Know?
IBwas founded inSwitzerland in the year, 1968whileCBSEwas founded in the year
1962. CBSE is present in over 21 nations across the globewhile IB is present in over
100 nations with recognition all over the world.
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What are the problems that you face as Head-Residences in the
boarding?
Now-a-days children are multi-talented. The new generation is far smarter than us. It is really
challenging to engage them to a variety of academics, extra-curricular activities and sports to
nurture their passions and talents andprepare them for their future. They are full of energywhich
needs to be channelized in right direction. Children come from different culture, different
countries and different backgrounds at our residences. Their expectations and needs are
therefore also uncommon. It is sometimes not possible to satisfy every individual though we try
our level best to cater to everyone’s needs.

Howdoyou think the school has changedover the course of the last few
years?
We have grown as a school both in quality and quantity. We are ranked no. 1 in Delhi NCR and
no. 3 in all India in our category. Reaching such a milestone that too in just 8 years is a big
achievement. It has becomepossible due to hardwork, dedication and commitment of both the
staff and the students and support from the management. We have proved ourselves in every
field- academics, placements in leading universities and even in sports.

Sir, what was your primary objective when you came here and have you
achieved it?
The key to success in life is discipline and punctuality. You can achieve your goals both in
studies and sports by following a well-balanced and strict routine. Values, behavior and
empathy are also very important to build your character. I tried to imbibe such qualities among
the children. As we are a 5 day school, it is a challenge to keep the children engaged during
weekends. I tried to increase theactivitiesonSaturdays tomake theweekendsmoreproductive.
I did not face much difficulty as I just followed the guidelines set by my predecessors Mr Vivek
Pant and Mr Ajay Singh.
I have partially achieved the goals set by the school. We will keep on changing and improving
our methods and procedures to be the best school in our country.

Interview with The Head Residences
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What do you plan for your as well as the school’s future?
We are already a good school. The aim is to become a great school now. One of the reasons of
our success is our adaptability to changeourselves asper the need.Wehavebeenpractisingbest
teachingmethods, setting-upmore teacher and student international exchanges, hosting various
programs and tournaments to give more exposure to our students. The aim is to produce global
citizens and great leaders. We have also started working to create an active alumni association of
our old students.
Construction of a new academic block is in the pipeline.

How is Genesis different from conventional boarding schools in India?
We are different from the traditional boarding schools. We have zero tolerance towards bullying
and substance abuse. There is no differentiation between a senior and a junior.We all live together
happily in a close-knit community. There is a strong bonding between students and teachers. This
is a unique set-upwhere all programs like RoundSquareConferences,MUNs and even the school
assemblies are actually planned and executed by our students.

What are your viewsonour cover storywhich talks aboutCBSEvs IGCSE/
IB
CBSE and IGCSE/IB are just two curriculums followed in our school. They cannot be compared.
No one is superior and no one is inferior. All children are the same. However it will be interesting
to know more views on this topic.
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ROLE OF SCHOOLS IN CHANNELIZING OUR YOUTH
Youth is the Spring of Life. It is the age of discovery and dreams. They are filled with tremendous and
towering ambitions. They have the power to transform the nation into a better place. They also have
the ability to lead their fellow citizens into the right direction. It will be a great wastage of human
resources if these youth are not given an opportunity to exercise their talent.

The role of youth is of utmost importance in today’s time. Young participation is important because
youth is the country’s power. Youth recognize problems and can solve them. Youth is a strong force
in social movements. India can become a developed nation only if our youth contributes to the best
of their capacity and ability. Youth is wholly experimental and with the full utilization of the talents of
the Youth, India may become a complete Nation.

There is tremendous scope as India is a very young country. 65 % of India is under 35 years of age.
Half the Indian population is under 25 years of age. 226 million Indians under 10 to 19 years of age
are going to schools and ready to enter higher education. By 2020, the average age of Japan is going
to be 47 years, China- 40 years, Europe- 46 years, United States- 40 years and India- only 29 years.
India is likely to have theworld’s largest workforceby 2027,with a billion people agedbetween 15 and
64 yearswhile other countrieswill have a seriousdeficit.Wehave thepeople but dowehave the ability
to equip the people to take advantage of this to be the work engine of the world?

The primary role of young people is to get a good education in order to become better citizens of
tomorrow. Education develops a country's economy and society. Education provides knowledge and
skills to the population, as well as shaping the personality of the youth of a nation. They need to learn
skills todo the job that their country’s economyneeds. Theyalsoneed to knowhow to read,write, think,
understand, analyze, and discuss the issues their country faces. The entire success of the nation
depends on the youth particularly thinking individuals.

Thus comes the role of school. It equips a child to face all experiences necessary for his growth and
development till he reaches level ofmaturity to face theworld. Schools provide a plethora of platforms
through scholastics, co- scholastic activities, values through life skill education, personality
development, sportsmanship spirit and teamabilities, which help any child to evolve as a responsible
individual.

Aseducators,weconstantly strive toprepareour students for the realworld
that exists around them. We teach them how to read, write and calculate.
We prepare them to lead productive and successful lives once they leave
us and enter into the realm of adulthood. We have aspiring doctors,
entrepreneurs, scientists, engineers and also the next Prime Minister. We
hope that our students will create a world which will be free of poverty,
unemployment, inequality and exploitation of man by man. A world free of
discrimination on the grounds of race, colour, language and gender.
They will pave the way for building a strong and progressive nation in the
future.

Pradeep Paul, Head Residences
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EDUCATION – THEN AND NOW.
I was born in a village in Bihar in a well to do landed family. As I grew up, I was witness to number of
traditional ceremonies supervised by learned Brahmins. It was part of the jajmani system, where we
would takecareof theirmaterialgains in lieuof thewisdomand religiousservicesofferedbyourPanditji.
Iwouldbemesmerisedasayoungster tohear themchanting theshlokaswitheaseandalsooffer simple
explainations for the uninitiated in Sanskrit. It would be a sight to see the young panditjis remembering
all the difficult shlokas by repeated rehearsals. The exercise would be interspersed with dialogue and
discussion by the Main Teacher (Purohitji).

When I look back today and try to understand the world of education, I find a striking similarity in the
process and the outcome. The chief aim of education was to achieve emancipation or liberation by
detaching oneself from worldly matters and activities. Shruti (that which has been heard) and Smriti
(that which has been remembered) were the tools to educate oneself. Emancipation was achieved
through-

1. Sravana- Listening to the words or text from the teacher or guru.
2. Manana- Deliberation a reflection on the topic.
3. Nididhyasana- Meditation through which truth to be realized.

Indian view does not limit itself in learning of facts and figures, but aims to develop wisdom by forming
a connection between mind, body and spirit.

Western view of learning seeks cause and effect relationshipwith theworldly phenomena andbelieves
in learning components as part of awhole. Gurukul systemworked sowell based on holistic education.
Debate, discussion, speculation and argument were salient features of Gurukul system. Indian view
does not limit itself in learning of facts and figures, but aims to developwisdomby forming a connection
between mind, body and spirit. The purpose was to have knowledge, understanding and application
as the outcome of education.

The methods employed were a combination of Shruti and Smriti with memory being the central
transactional technique. Memorization is one of the most powerful ways of knowing and a major
technique of learning- parallel with behaviourist psychologist technique- repetition, practice,
memorization and habit formation. That was the way the Indian knowledge was transmitted across
generations through songs, chanting poems and theatre.

Learning by heart/rote memory without understanding is banal and
lookeddownupon in termsof seeking knowledge. Learning is bestwhen
basedonadeeper comprehension involving reflection, questioningand
exercising judgements. Modern system needs to integrate these three
systems of teaching, learning and evaluation (as done in ancient times).

Tarkashashtra or science of disputation is similar to Socratic method in
ancient Greek tradition. An example is the dialogue between Krishna/
Arjun in the Bhagwat Gita. A Classroom is the combined output of
curriculum, transactionandassessment. Teachingneeds toblend these
as one entity with dialogue and discussion being paramount. As it is
Education is aimed at unfolding the knowledge within and the way is
always learner centric.

Ajay Singh, Principal CBSE
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Vihaan Chaudhry | 8 A

Maanav Malhotra | 10J
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Rishabh Rastogi | 10 J

Pratham Raj Kapoor | 10 I
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Rishabh Rastogi | 10 J

Vidit Mahajan | 8 C
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My mother,
She wakes before me, sleeps after me.
She gets me ready, fast and steady.

Sometimes I wonder if she’s a robot.
Needs no pay, just our smiles.
Never gets tired, though she has a lot to do.
Never takes rest, no matter the weather,
If there is a superhero, it’s my Mother.

I am blessed to be blessed by her.
She scolds me, then hugs me.
Makes me cry and makes me laugh.
Her touch is softer than a feather.
She also cares for Dad and my brother
If there is a superhero, it’s my Mother.

My Mother, My Hero
Saurabhi Hota| 8 B

A best friend is not just a friend,
But is like your soul,

That stays with you, and takes risks with you,
And makes you whole.

Someone to share secrets with,
Someone to cry on when you’re in distress,

Someone who always supports you,
Your troubles more or less.

Everyone needs a best friend,
Even those who show no pain,
Because, on every rainy day,

It hurts to hold it all in.

So, don’t be afraid to find one,
As that one is a one true gem.
Don’t feel shy from everyone,

You might find a best friend in them.

Friend, always
Saurabhi Hota| 8 B

14 | The Coffee House
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Emotionsarestrongfeelings thatarederived
from the circumstances one deals with, their
mood and relationships with others. They
play an extremely important role in every
person’s life.Callinghumans ‘emotionless’ is
also an emotion but the only difference is
that it is negative.

Firstly, when we talk about this topic in the
present day, it is evident that it is a flawed
concept, and it is not just a matter of the
recent times rather it has been present for
centuries, from theageofRamayanaand the
Mahabharata, which make us believe that
humans have been emotionless since
always and there is nothing new that
has made mankind lose their
sense of emotions.

When a child is hungry, he
expresses his emotions
and cries for food even
today, and then his
mother feeds him with love, this love of a
mother is an expression which is forever
present within us.

If thousands of Syrians being allowed to stay
in Germany is emotionless, if the students
from all parts of the world who are ready to
help in service projects are considered
emotionless, if people like James Harrison,
who can donate their bloodmore than 1000
times and save more than 2million lives, are

considered emotionless only then has all of
mankind become emotionless!

Emotions are feelings, and feelings are the
creators of human beings. Humans are
knownas the intelligent species becausewe
have the ability to express our emotions
whether they are negative or positive. We
also have the ability to hide our feelings but
bynomethodcanwe staywithout them.We
cry, shout, laugh, smile or sing, all these are
mere methods of expressing how we feel. I
believe that if we became emotionless, we
would be behaving like machines, working

on command and shift keys.

It is these emotions which have kept our race
alive today and due to some unexpected
events and people, it would be unjust to
name all the humans emotionless.

Humans have not become Emotionless
Kushaan Shyampuria | 10 I
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about now
Pratham Raj Kapoor | 10 I

In high school our reputation is
held on a thread,
One mistake and
the rumour is spread.
The bully has the word
that can control you
and minions that follow,
But no worries,
it’s just the game that
everyone is part of.
Some say it’s difficult
to survive, And some win
and strive.
Aspirants are able to
make their name,
Insecure are busy to blame..

You keep your head high and fly,
Ignore the words that hurt but not
the naive who cry.
Give shelter to the one in need
and make them believe in Karma.
Try to be part of the verisimilitude not the
useless drama.
I know it’s not easy to play,
But always remember failure is not fatal, just a
little delay.

Seize the moments, because in a blink of an eye,
it will be the memories.
Do not give up your dreams, but toil more and
burn calories.
Make the game yours, before someone else
scores.
So when the day comes, dominate the stage,
and take hold of the diploma
And feel your prize’s aroma.

16 | The Coffee House
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(This poem is about how cruel the human society is)

I have left the race from which I used to belong,
I have realised that the race I followed was all wrong.

That race which follows hatred and dictatorship,
Has been lacking the warmth of kindness and friendship.

I've been living in isolation,
Now I'm in the warm embrace of heaven.

My path to heaven has been full of colours,
But when I look back, my vision it blurs.

Tears start to leak out of my eyes,
I just realised that

the vows made were all lies.

Left forgotten
were their promises,

Their minds
have been flooded

with superiority and
greediness.

War and bloodshed,
Children not properly fed.

Mourning of a widow,
Moist glares full of sorrow.

My gate to heaven opened,
Something unexpected happened.

It was only me,
I was not able to see.

I was the doer, I had realised,
A deep regret, in my mind, uprist.

The screams and sobbing, were all in my head,
'It wasn't just you' this is what, to me with a smile, God Said.

Forgotten Vows
Lysandra Oinam | 8 A
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Summer days and winter nights.
Black coffees and blue moods.
Seven billion people, six songs on repeat.
I am here, I am not.

Illogical thoughts and logical equations.
Wasting time by doing something productive.
An atheist praying.
I am here, I am not.

Brown eyes and green trees.
Autumn leaves and spring wind.
Nerd glasses and luring powder.
I am here, I am not.

Phone calls and written letters.
Old fashions and new generations.
Rainbows and black clothes.
I am here, I am not.

Cool girls and sad smiles.
Moping cries and happy boys.
Hard working and non-willing.
I am here, I am not.

Snow is ash and ash is fire,
Fire burns in the heart of desire,
Desire causes insanity and madness,
Why love if it is just paranoia?

I am here, I am not.
Wandering and present, awake yet not.
Summer days and winter nights.
To destroy is to love and to love is to destroy.

Deprived yet attached,
Cooperating is taught,
Black coffees and ice like ash,
I am here, I am not.

I am here, I am not
Divya Gupta | 10 I
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Her Dignity
Lysandra Oinam| 8 A

She wears all decent,
Works as a peasant.
Day, till the sun sets,

Her tears of hard work, she'd shed.

Once on a horse, a king came,
Passing her field, all tamed.

Saw how pretty she was,
When the sunlight glistened on her dignified

face.

The king couldn't help but, at her, glare,
The peasant was quite fair.

The king, envying her beauty,
For his wife wasn't that pretty,

Asked for her hand,
Her face was all drained.

The peasant bowed and replied,
His request was being denied.

"My dignity is being lowered",
Replied the peasant all straight forward.

"By a king with a queen already crowned",
Referring to the king with a highness already

found.

"The greed humans shows,
How they envy their foes,

Makes me unhappy",
Said the girl as someone deprived of dignity.

The king heard the words,
To him they were the first.

The purity in her words has not failed.
His face was now delighted, not pale.

With a warm heart, the king then bid her a
goodbye,

And off on his horse, trotted back to his
Queen, dignified.
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The Pursuit ofLife

The world survives on money and so did Michael’s family in Italy who didn’t even have
money to afford two healthymeals a day. His grandfather named Lobowas paralyzed so
couldn’t help the family inanywayand the fathernamedGeorgewasaddicted todrinking
and smoking.
His sister and himself made and sold caps and earned about $50 a month. Their cruel
father always seized their hard- earned money and wasted it in alcohol and cigarettes.
Their life was a disaster but they somehowmanaged to live in peace. Things went on like
this for a while, and then on one dreadful day, Michael’s grandfather suffered a heart
attack and passed away.
Both of them were miserable. One evening, when George returned and asked for the
money they both clearly said, “We won’t give you our money, if you want then earn it
yourself”. After listening to this the father got very angry and threw themout of the house
and took away all their money after he found it hidden behind their late mother’s photo
that hung in their house. This time he had crossed all boundaries of being a human. The
two poor kids became helpless and decided to not look back and continue their lives in
a new style. They both joined the government school and Lord Peter very generously,
provided themwith freeeducation,meals andaccommodation inhostel becauseof their
sheer determination.
The school took careof the futureexpenses for oneClass 12 student each yearwhocould
do excellent in his/her future studies.
Bothof themstartedstudyingveryhardso that theycouldachieve that scholarship.When
Michael reachedClass 10 he heard that his father had cancer due to his regular smoking
and he died.
Duetothis incidentMichaeldecidedtobecomeadoctor.Hestudied sciences for thenext
2yearsand inclass12thhetopped,achievedthescholarshipof$20,000andthenhewent
to UK for his future studies. Jackie was happy for her brother and idolized him.
After 2 more years Michael completed his education and became an Oncologist (a
specialist doctor who treats tumors and cancer). He accepted a job in one of the most
famoushospitalsof Londonandstartedearningwell.After a fewyearsheopenedhisown
hospital and Jackie joined a reputed fashion designing school. The only thing thatmade
him content was his patients gettingwell, and after all he had tackled all the threats in his
life, but life wasn’t going to stop laying obstacles in his path and he wasn’t going to stop
tackling them…

Shubham Agarwal | 10 J
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Arthur unsheathed his dagger. The gleaming blue steel and the jaguar headed pommel in gold made the
victim shiver. He stabbed the victim in the neck with fire in his eyes until the fire in the woman got
obscured. The blood meandered hot on the floors and smeared over the dagger. Arthur bent down and
wiped the dagger off of the QueenMother’s sun kissed robe. He exited the humongous chambers, while
the two loyal guards shut the heavymetal doors behind him. The stone walls of the castle shrieked as the
metal jostled back into place. Arthur walkedwith his hands behind his back and a smugness on his pretty
face.
“Our dear mother has been found dead in her chambers”, said Arthur to King Roger with a sullen voice.
The King was silent, but his face wailed out his pain. The white of his eyes was shrouded by curtains of
red vessels. The chubby cheeks he had grew numb with freckles of warm tears.
“Send out all the guards, I want every person who entered the castle walls in the past few hours in front
of me!”, the King cleared his throat.
At the moment, his brother stepped up to the altar. The golden throne glimmered with the sunshine that
pierced from the glass ceiling above, and Arthur’s eyes sparkled with desire.
“Brother, I have a present for you.”, Arthur said with condolence. He fished out a red-velvet cloth and
fromit, agoldgobletwitha fox intricately carvedon it. “This iswhatmother left onher tablebefore she…,
I want you to have it.”.
King Roger accepted the goblet and pressed it close it his heart.
The King looked at each of the men before him while he sat impatiently on his golden throne, listening
to each man and woman’s case. After the folks went out the Grand Hall’s doors, the King called in his
advisors.
“Who do you think is themurderer? It could be one of the guards or themaids…”, Roger said andArthur
cut him off, “What we do know is that you need to sit down.” If it had been someone else, except for his
brother, the King would have had him beheaded.
Arthur handed his brother the same golden goblet he gave him as a gift two days ago, filled with fresh
wine. The King guzzled down the wine and instantly dropped to the stairs that lead up to the altar. His
golden crown clanked against the stone floor of the altar.
“You poisonedme!”, he criedwith a deadly grimace as he looked up toArthur from the dust of the earth.
For amoment, the GrandHall felt silent, and then burst with the laughter of the advisors and councilmen
of the King.
Roger’s eyes explodedwith a gush of blood flowingout.And in thatwhile of happiness, an image flashed
through King Arthur’s mind.
“I want a goblet forged out of this dagger’s handle”, he remembered saying to the royal goldsmith.
There was a certain smugness on his facade and the fire in his eyes cooled down as the Roger’s blood
spread to the King’s feet. Blood for my bloods, he thought.

Blood and Gold
Prerak Arora | 10 J

22 | The Coffee House
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My eyes blazed with fiery orange colour as I stared at the sun, an enormous orb of fire swirling
incinerating rays into the cosmos. Thewind thrashing againstmy ears gave it a feeling of film playing
before my eyes. The sounds of the nature mesmerized and nourished my body, and all my
senses were in an involuntary dizziness after experiencing the most h e a v e n l y
elements of
the surrounding for the first time. My friends,
however, tossed small patches of damp sand from
the ground onto each other’s faces, cheering away beside the shoreline as
water streamedback and forth as if trying to grasp a prey and pull it into the depths of
the ocean.
The sound of the chilly wind played a beautiful note in my ear which rendered them
useless to recognize any other melody. It was as possessing as a sinister ghost
hungry for a physical form for a millennium. The irregular reflection of the sun on
the ocean stretched back and forth repeatedly in such quick successions, my mind struggled to
interpret whatmy eyes caught hold of. The ocean seemed boundless, and was probablymuch larger
than any stretch of my imagination, making me feel like an insignificant piece of junk before it. The
water shone a bright golden-orange colour, conjuring up a paradise of the angels far away from the
shoreline, which stood like the citadels of the ocean.
The sand bouncing off the minor battles between my friends flew over to the ocean and sunk inside
oblivion,which reverberated tinywaves escalating outwards in a concentric circle.Thewaves sieved
through tiny shoals of fish, and finally mended into the never ending vastness of the pillars of life.
The remnants of tree trunk ravagedby thewrithingwaves and the gushingwinds endured its journey
enough to strike terror in everybody’s heart. It dribbled back and forth on the crest of the
intimidating tides as it gradually made its way towards the shoreline.
As the sun gently made its way towards its zenith, it transformed into a harbinger of
demonaic red clouds and crimson red lava spreading across and retreatingbehind
an unending stretch ofmy imagination. Just as thewaves had finished growling
and came to a moment of settlement, incandescence of the sun glistened
brightly across the chasms of my sight, which reflected back and forth in the
mirrors of my mind for the rest of the day.

A Dive to Remember
Anshdeep Singh Kapula | 10 J
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Linen dresses with silk slashes, or
sweatshirts and denims finished with
beautiful hats to keep the winters at bay,
or converse with crop tops and a pair of
denim shorts for the warm breeze of
summers. For the downpours of heaven,
there are high boots and silk shirts, with
leggings and a pretty pastel umbrella.
Fashion is present literally everywhere.
This is why I adore this beautiful art.

Well, what is fashion? Is it elegance?
Simplicity? Or is it just a show off?
According to me, a person’s fashion
defines their personality. Some people
may have a crafted notion of the fact that
people aren’t, after all, defined by what
they wear. I believe that is wrong, to me
fashion shows the confidence and self-
esteem of a person.
Such thoughts are the reason why
fashion designing has always been my
dream job. Since the tender age of 8, I
have always been mesmerized by the
talent andhardworkdone by the fashion
designers to create such new and
beautiful trends.

I constantly ask myself, why fashion
designing out of all the occupations I
have chosen! Why this?

The answer is always the same. It’s
because I love these beautiful things;
sparky mandalas and vibrant colors, the
soft touch of cotton fabric and how they
fit together, like pieces of a puzzle to
create something amazing out of it-
inventing and fixing things, giving flight
to the mind’s ideas.

There are always mistakes as well, while
creating something so intricate and
abstract from scratch. A number of times
I have selected the wrong color schemes
or patternswhichwere just not right. But
it hits me like the sweet revelation it is,
that all these blunders, saddening
though theymight be, are lessons. When
I cannot find the color to go with just my
shade of pastel pink, I think this as I
continue towork on it: for every problem
for which one solution isn’t working, it
always has an alternative way.

Fashiondoesn’thaveany fixeddefinition
or style; fashion knows no limits. Every
person is creative and unique in their
own way, and they are able to express it
in the little things like the shades they
wear the most, or the type of clothing
they absolutely adore. These are the
reasons I love fashion designing.

FASHION, PASSION
Anya Riyaz| 8 B
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Prithvi Shaw was
born on November
9, 1999 in Thane,
Maharashtra. When
he was three, his
father enrolled him
in the prestigious
Virat Cricket
Academy. His
mother died when
hewas a toddler and
his father gave up

his business to focus on Shaw's cricketing career. Shaw always focused on what he did and
didn’t letanybodydisturbhimwhilehewaspractising.He isa right-handbatsmanandright-
arm off-spin bowler all rounder whose abilities as a cricketing prodigy have led to repeated
comparisons with Sachin Tendulkar. Shaw is widely tipped to become a full India
International Star! His hard work helped him succeed in his cricket career. He soon was
invited to England to play for Cheadle Hulme School in Manchester and scored 1,446 runs
during a two-month stay. He scored a century on debut and averaged 84. He also took 68
wickets. After his great performance he earned a deal worth Rs 36 lakh with SG, which has
been endorsed by stalwarts like Sunil Gavaskar, Rahul Dravid and Virender Sehwag in the
past. InNovember 2013, Shaw established a new record of 546 runs from330 ball playing for
Rizvi Springfield in aHarris Shieldmatch. It was the highest score in Indian Schools Cricket
until the recordwas surprassedbyPranavDhanawadeon4 January2016and ispresently the
4th highest score by any batsman in any form of the organised game. Having a great career
in his school time, hewas also selected for doinghis first-class debut forMumbai in the semi-
finals of the 2016–17 Ranji Trophy on 1 January 2017. He scored a century in the second
innings andwasman of thematch.He earned another distinction by scoring a century in his
debutmatchof theDuleepTrophyandequaled therecordheldbySachinTendulkarwhohad
scored for the first time a century each in his debut matches of Ranji Trophy and Duleep
Trophy. He has also been awarded by Sachin Tendulkar and is known to be the next
“SACHIN”, I would say he is the first “PRITHVI”.

Prithvi Shaw: The Unknown Star
Vineet Raj | 7
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Just Another Abstract Thought
Divya Gupta | 10 I

Do you believe in paradise?
Do you believe that after all this catastrophic business of ‘life’ has finally ended, we are
offered some sweet relief, wherein we’re all allowed to escape into our own personal
spaces of heaven, with everything and everyone we have ever wanted and loved there
with us, and we are finally free; no more desires to be fulfilled and by heavens, no more
problems to worry about?
We spend our whole lives searching for something, anything that even slightly comes
close to that feeling. Most of us lose hope not even halfway through, because this world
is a work of infinite possibilities and we are but a minuscule grain of dust on the stage of
life.
There’salwaysanabstractnotiongoingaround, that to findthatpieceofheavenoneneeds
to venture out above the highest peaks of mountains or perhaps deep under the never
ending ocean. To find myself do I truly have to visit some foreign country where I don’t
know the language? Maybe instead of backpacking across Europe or going on a lavish
cruise in the Mediterranean to attempt and calm the spiraling vortex filled with
insecurities inside of us, we just need what we truly love, and those who truly love us.
Maybe a 3 AM ensemble of us and our closest friends, a few up-beat songs which don’t
reek of heartbreak andmishaps and a few never ending laughs is all we need to fulfil our
hearts' desire of being at peace.
Maybewespendour timeonabstract thingsbecausewebelievewedeserve tobeunloved.
Maybe the years and years of broken trust have finally taught us to never believe in
anything, not even ourselves.
Because in the end, nobody breaks our hearts better than we break our own.

Andmaybe, whenwe finally learn to trust and love ourselves for all that we have and all
that we are, will we finally find the paradise of our dreams!
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Formonths andmonthswehave practiced hard and finallywe are here. All the hardwork finally
pays off, as we stand in the finals competing against the defending champions for last 5 years.

***
Everyone clung to their seats and held their breath as I tried to shoot the winning basket just as
the buzzer went off, perspiration covered my whole body, my golden blue jersey clung to my
body, my black hair coveredwith sweat stuck tomy nape and I exhaled a breath as I saw the ball
touch the rim. I prayedwith allmyheart that the ball goes in andwin the championship forwhich
we have practised so hard and my prayers were finally heard.
The crowderupted in cheerswhichweredeafeningand resonated in the stadium,myeyes;widen
as my team mates rushed toward me in glee and started to congratulate me, patted me on back
andshowedhowhappy theywereby thiswin. I stood there indazeuntil I caughtmycoach’s eyes;
in his eyes I sawmy true winning, and his eyes were gloss but held so much pride for us, which
recoveredme form the shock, and the truth finally piercedmy brain that we have really won the
championship. Nothing could be compared with the euphoria which I felt, not even the A* or
gettingnewmobile phone or a laptop, standing there celebratingwithmy teammates the greatest
win we ever had, this was true happiness.
The decoration which mocked me and my team earlier, now seemed as if it welcomed us with
openhands to embrace us andgive us theChampion’s trophy. The trophywhich earlier sparkled
now shone brightly as it was expressing how proud it felt that we won. Flash of light, lightened
up the stadiumasvariouspeople cameand tookourphotos, I knewone thing that in thosephotos
we all were grinning likemad people. Aura of happiness and excitement surrounded us, andwe
were anticipating with bated breath for the award ceremony.

***
It looked as the stadiumwas reformed, instead of the lingering smell of sweat and rubber, there

was a fresh smell of lavender. Balloons of different colours
decorated the stadium but the centre of attraction was the
gleaning golden trophy which stood in the centre of the court
with abasketball in it. Iwas surprised to see somephotographers
lingeringat the front, ready to clickphotosof this joyfulmoment.
As our name was called, accolades again resonated in the
stadium but they were louder and more energetic. One by one
we got our shining golden medals and certificates, and the
sound of the cheers became ear-splitting as we got the trophy.

My parents looked atmewith pride in the eyes like all the other
parentswho looked at their ownand I knew Iwill never forget this

specialmoment of happiness and pridewhich I sharedwithmy loved ones.

Feat of Fate!
Syna Sethi | 9 I
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I watch as my world crumble by
All my believes and trust shattered into pieces

Some people call me misfortune other call me an avenging angel but only I know the truth, that
I am a cursed womenwho is going to live forever, never grow old or die. Police is finding me for
killing those people but they don’t knowwhat bad things they have done, police thinks I am the
culprit but they don’t know the truth. The bitter truth of the realworldwhich still hauntsme after

500 years and how this bitter truth changed me.
***

The Watcher
Sayeesha Choudhary | 9 B

400 YEARS AGO
Everyone desire something in their life, I desired to live forever to see this pure and incredible world.
I was a kid then only 20 years old when I tried to sell my soul to devil but what I didn’t know the
consequences which waited ahead. What seemed a bargain to me with the devil but it turned out to
be completely opposite a curse. I was cursed to live forever but back then I thought it was perfect and
what I desired was finally fulfilled. The world was perfect around me everyone was working had
toward success, taking care of people they cared and I saw people falling in love every day.
Little did I know that a dark andperilousworld lives parallel to this beautiful and lovingworldwhich
was hidden frommy vision. During those 100 years I never knew the true meaning of hurt and pain,
Iwas a loved child no one ever harmedme and I never sawpeople hurting other people.What I didn’t
know was the upcoming change in life.
Everything was going fine until I stumbled into a dark alley when I lost my way. I was turning back
when I heard screams and shrieks, I rushed to the area only to findmanwhowasmugged and he got
a knife stab in his stomach. Even though I was immortal but this man wasn’t, I was powerless and
helpless that time and saw him losing his life second by second. I tried finding for some help but now
was there to help the man, I couldn’t find anyone and those whom I asked just ignored or gave me
weird looks. No one was able to help the man and he deceased in front of me.
That event changed everything, not only it changed my perspective but also my attitude. It was as if
a curtain was lifted of my eyes and I was able to see the world more clearly, the sweet girl was gone
instead stood a hard hearted girl. I knew I will never die so, I trained very hard, for months I trained
and then I used to kill them because they wanted to harm or hurt other people.
Instead of a watcher
An avenging angel was born.
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"Feminism isn't about making women stronger, women are already strong, it's about
changing the way the world perceives that strength"

I read this famous quote by G.D Anderson which made me feel inclined towards writing
this article. ‘Women empowerment’ is a very heavy phrase but what is it really?
It does not have a specific definition inmost of the languages but according tome, itmeans
makingwomenpowerful so that they can be confident enough to take their owndecisions
in their lives and look after their well-being themselves. All around theworld, women are
still being dominated and are considered not as capable as men. We need to understand
women are just as capable asmen and similarly equal to them. So, empowerment is a step
taken to tryandmakewomenstrongandprove that this stereotypeaboutwomen iswrong.
It is also a great way to make women feel confident, not like a useless liability dependent
on the man and gives them courage to stand on their own feet. It gives them their own
identity.
Now take the example of Indiawherewe say it is awomen empowered country, but if we
actually look toward the reality India is amale dominant countrywherewomen are taken
for granted, where the society looks down upon them. Even today, in India, parents think
that a family can only succeed with the help of a male son, men are considered more
qualified thanwomen.Thenhowcanwe say that India is an empowered country!Weneed
to open our eyes and see there are still many Nirbhayas and Daminis in this country who
struggle for their lives everyday.
Respect and empowerwomenbecause younever know that oneday itmight be your own
mother or sister in the news channel, what would we do then?
We should understand that women are equal to men andwe also should understand that
womenare JUSTAScapableofmaking theeconomybetter, familieshealthier, andsocieties
stronger.

Feminism
Diya Malhotra | 8 B
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It was a beautiful night worth of stargazing, the bright white tiny dots twinkled on the jet
black sky, casting an ethereal glow on the surroundings. The chilled air carried the smell
of the wet soil, so refreshing and earthly. All I could hear was the rustling of the leaves
combined with the muted footsteps of people and could feel the swish of the cold
revitalisingwind, all of thesewere nothing but soothing and calming. The roadwas clear
of the traffic, occasionally a few cars could be seen. The buildings loomed over me but
insteadofbeing scary, the light emitting fromthewindowscomfortedmebutnooneknew
what this beautiful night held in the future.
People walked by slowly lost in their thoughts, that no one noticed the small spark of
flames in the electricity wires. The flames which started from a small flicker turned into a
blazing firewithin fewminutes.Gradually the light emitting fromthe firegrewuntil itwas
like a small, bright lamp, but more dangerous and deadly and people started to see the
cause of the luminosity. It looked as if the fire fed from the fear and helplessness radiated
from the people rather than air as it burned more intensely.
It felt as if hours have passed away but in reality it was on few minutes, each passing
minute caused people to feel more distress and worry. Slowly it turned into panic when
theysawnosignof the firebridgeanda the fire continued toburnmore ferociously.People
came running from their houses to see the commotion and gasped when they saw the
bright orange flames blazing. Sweat started to form on the people’s head and the clothes
started to stick to the body due to the sweltering heat.
Grey-black smoke engulfed the sky hiding the shining stars, and loomed over the people
like a bad omen. The smoke continued to rise and attract attention of other people also but
still there was no indication of Fire truck. It felt as if the fire truck won’t be needed as the
sky threatened to pour and streaks of lightning decorated the sky.
Muttering of the people could be held and in a second the whole area was enveloped in
silence when faint sound of sirens could be heard and in the distance one can see the red-
blue lightof the firebridge.The firebridgeapproachedthe incidentsightandasignof relief
was heard. Slowly the panic level decreased as the people saw the bright flames become
smallerandsmalleras theminutespassed,until allwas left,wasasmall flickerof firewhich
earlier started the huge flames.

A Real Incident
Nandini S. Gupta | 11 C

*AWOT Images from unsplash.com and google.com
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enterprise ad

We Sell Chocolatey Beverages that are
both tasty and healthy. Once you buy them,
you can't stop yourself from buying more.
Find us on the 4th Floor of the school
building!

*School Enterprise Group
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Krsnam Bhatia
Akey Tamchi

Prerna Deka
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Prerna Deka

Jeegam Gem
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BROKEN BREA

Modi steps down from his position
Banerjee Sir: Modi ji jaane wale hain, acche din aane waale hain.
3rd Floor: Humari jaan chooti.
4th Floor: Ab kiski photo lagaye sir ke door pe?

Maggi is legalized in boys’ hostel
Shubham Agarwal: New enterprise store in room no. 314
Pradeep Sir: *Trashing the blue cards

Boarding house is turning co-ed
Asmit: #backtohostel
PRK: Now, I can stay in the hostel for weekends.
Ankur Sir: Arey bhai-bhai-bhai-bhai…

Hair Cut is optional in Boys hostel
Pradeep Sir: Haan! sari pehn lo, sadak pe bhi naach lo.
Delhi: Sorry sir, my skin will get tanned.

I.T. Increases Internet speed
Agrim Mishra: Ohhh! Nothing new

House Arrest Abolished
Rebecca and Yedol: More time for makeup!
Rishabh: Now I can brush my teeth.
Krsnam: When does the school begin?

Note: The following content is fictional, any resemblance to
reality has been done on purpose.
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EAKING NEWS

Kardashians are coming to GGS
Amvi: #dreamcometrue
Nanak: aye kon hai bhai?
Shuja: On my way!

Unlimited Dessert
Shreshth Vij: Doh tiffin kaafi nahi honge.
Kushaan: Time to make abs.

Library turning into a Coffee Shop
Onshi: Finally!
Ujjwal: Are lollipops available?
Umansh: I have to find someone to drink coffee with.

Reena ma’am is shifting to residence and taking extra
classes every day.
Divya: #homeschooling
Sambhav: I AM NOT AFRAAAID…TO TAKE A STAAAND.
Prerak: And I thought 2018 couldn’t get any better.

Squash players are joining football
Sunday Sir: My anaconda is ready.
Pratham Gupta: I can even dribble with the squash ball.

Art and Design is a compulsory subject.
Divya and Krsnam: At least, Now we won’t come last.
Maanav: Wasn't DT enough?
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News Espresso
est. 2011
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On 24th Feb, twenty scholars from the residences got the unique opportunity
to a Young Changemakers Conclave at Indira Gandhi Stadium, Delhi. The
agenda of the conclave was– Social Impact and Innova by 2030. We met with
many famous personalities like Dia Mirza, Laxmi Narayan Tripathi, Hayley
Wickenheiser (a famous icehockeyplayerofCanada), IshitaChaudhary,Vikram
Kailas and Amitabh Kant. They discussed about issues like women em-
powerment, environmental pollution and role of youth in nation building. The
chief guest, the Prime Minister of Canada– Justin Trudeau had refreshing and
new ideas about how tomake theworld abetter place.He talkedaboutgender
equality, globalization and the youth being the makers of the society. He
quoted that, "children are not the leaders of tomorrow rather the leaders of
today". He is trying to raise awareness about gender equality in his country by
providing equal opportunities to both men and women in service industry as
well as in theParliament. Theprogramconcludedwith apoemrecitationby the
famous poet Rupi Kaur.
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Agroupof 15 children and2 teachers from theboarding house visited TheAuto Expo at The
India ExpoMart on the 14th of February. The showwas amassive showcase of cars and bikes
from top brands from all around the world. The show got an immense response even on the
last day of the show. There were high end cars ranging up till 2-3 crores rupees in the expo
and electric and small cars ranging as low as 1 lakh rupees.We got to experience glances of
the next generation concept cars and all the cars which are expected to launch this year. The
best part of the show was the vintage car section where the organisers had showcased
pricelessand rarecars for thevisitors. Therewerea lotof activities forall agegroups like there
was an off-roading track where people could come and sit in the car while the driver let the
people enjoy an overwhelming experience. Other great launches which we were able to
witness were of the Kia brand where they showcased their entire line up of cars at the show.
The sports cars fromBMWwere just eye-openers, the SUVs fromMercedes-Benz caught our
attention, the Tata conceptswere just a dreamcome true for all of us, themodifiedMahindra
Thar from DC Design stole all of our hearts while the mobile home from Isuzu got all of us
biting our lips. To condense, I believe that all of us had a great time there and it was a great
opportunity that the school offered us to learn and experience the future of automobiles.
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Seventeen of the Genesians belonging to the northeast-part of India were
invited byMr. RobinHibu to visit the Rashtrapati Bhawan. He is the first IGP from
NE to work in the Rashtrapati Bhawan.We felt obliged and thankful that we got
this once in a lifetime
opportunity; that we
actually got to see where
the President of our
country resides. There
were over 300 people
from NE states present
fromDelhi and the entire
NCR. We took pictures at
the entrance with Mr.
Hibu; we were told that
cameras weren't allowed
inside the Bhawan, so we
switched off our phones
and proceeded inside.

Visit to

The Rashtrapati Bhavan
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There were four guides so we were
divided into four groups. First, we
made a visit to Mr. Hibu's office which
was filled with pictures of freedom
fighters from the NE namely Hapao
Jadonang, Bir Tikendrajit and Rani
Gaidinliu.

Then we made inside the Bhawan; it
was massive, the pillars were huge
there were about thousands of them;
the architecture was circular in nature
and then the inside was filled with
chilled air; it was like having a good
cold ice cream in a hot sunny day. Our
guide told us that it was structured by
LordEdwin Lutyens andHerbert Baker.
She also told us that it estimated of
about 15million to construct the entire
Bhawan and that it was one of the
largest presidential palaces with 130
hectares (320 acres of land),
constructed in 1912.

What was so fascinating about the
Bhawan were the chandeliers which
hung out from bamboo and also the
artworks on the ceilings were breath-
taking.Wewere also told that if the flag
at the top of the Bhawan is up it means
that the President is in Delhi and if it's
down itmeans that the president is out
of town. At the time of our visit, the flag
was up but we didn't get to meet Mr.
Ram Nath Kovind. He was under high-
security, well it was obvious with him
being The President of India!

There were about 23 living rooms
inside the Bhawan, our guide took us
deep inside the Bhawan where we got
to see pictures from every part of India,
including thesymbolofNongdaLairen
Pakhangba whom people from
Manipurworshipasagodashewas the
first king of Manipur. We also got a
glimpse of canvases made by world
famous artists; it was fascinating and
mind blowing. Our jaws were down
from the starting till the end!

Our guide was very knowledgeable
and she knew every single detail about
the Bhawan from the ceiling to the
floor. The floor of the Bhawan was
made of marble and down the stairs
where we got to see the canvases and
souvenirs from all over India, the floor
was wooden and nicely fragmented it
gave us a vintage vibe, along with the
charkhawhichpeopleusedtomakesilk
cloth.

Theoverall experience is indescribable
as it was fascinating and mesmerizing
at the same time, it sharpened the
students' knowledge about India and
its history.
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Over 100 schools and more than 700 students from across the country
experiencedtheGrandSagaofF1 inSchools™IndiaNationalFinals2017-18
at Ambience Mall Gurgaon. It was STEM (Science Technology Engineering
and Mathematics) based challenge run by the Time of Sports. The winners
were the team TechNo Logic fromGenesis Global School. Fortunately, four
members from the boarding house including PRATHAM RAJ KAPOOR,
KRSNAM BHATIA, DIVYANSH JAIN and VARDAN BANSAL were part of the
winning team. A massive gathering of speed and thrill could be seen in the
national finals. Through a lot of toil andpractice, the teamachieved success .
Now they have qualified for World Finals in Singapore for representing
INDIA. The school is proudof themand their enormous effort.Overall, it was
a mesmerising win.
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Exch ange
Program

with
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it chellHouse,South
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Ten students from Mitchell House, a co-ed school founded in 1994,
located in Polokwane, a small city in the north of South Africa were
welcomed to the school and the boarding as a part of a student
exchange program. The different religions, cultures, races and
traditionsaresomethingthathappens tobesharedbybothSouthAfrica
and India. South Africa is also a home to the most populated Indian
community outside India. The boarders found great friends in the
foreign students, andmade a unique bond with each one of them. The
exchange program students also ardently participated in the Annual
Sports Day and Inter House Treasure Hunt. They also visited the Taj
Mahal, a symbol of love established in 1631.
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25 scholars-in-residence from class 10 and 11 went on a cycling trip to the Okhla Bird
Sanctuary on the 21st of January. The scholars were accompanied by 6 teachers on their
20-km trip. The scholars were excitedwhen they reached and explored the bird sanctuary
in the fresh salubriousair of the morning. They got to learn about various types of birds,
gained the thrill of the road while they peddled, and above all everyone had a fun time.

Cycling Trip to The Okhla Bird Sanctuary
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The Genesis MUN'17
Model UN is a fast-growing competitive activity for many students, but to a great deal of us, it
means something more. Model UN has helped us grow into leaders, discover our futures,
becomeconfident inourselves, and form lasting friendshipswithpeople fromallover theworld.

For spreading the culture and for representing the word “Global” which is in our school name,
Our school conducted aMUNon 10th, 11th and 12th November 2017 and reached huge success
by getting delegations from all around the country. Moreover, this MUN gave a chance to a lot
of budding delegates from genesis itself. This edition had made many students more zealous
about studying diplomacy. There was a good ratio of participation from boarding house too.

In total with about 200 delegates, our 3rd MUN was quite a success within the various
committees. The Genesis highlights Social
Entrepreneurs’ Meet and Transfer Policy Meet,
with the addition of the Paris Peace Conference
and the UN essentials, the Security Council and
the Human Rights Council elevated the quality of
debate in the committees. The event was
organized by our secretariat, headed by our
Secretary General, Suvansh Rawal and Director
General, RachitAgarwal andourChefdeCabinet,
Mr Anoop Singh.
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